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Abstract We present improvements of the Frank-Wolfe (FW) method for

static vehicular traffic and telecom routing. The FW method has been the

dominating method for these problem types, but due to its slow asymptotic

convergence it has been considered dead by methods oriented researchers. How-

ever, the recent introduction of Conjugate FW methods has shown that it is

still viable, and in fact the winner on multi-core computers. In this paper, we

show how to speed up the FW iterations, by updating the subproblems in the

FW method, instead of solving them from scratch. The subproblem updat-

ing is achieved by viewing the subproblems as network flow problems with a

threaded representation of the shortest path trees. In addition, we introduce a

new technique, thread following, implying that a single traversal of the thread

is enough to find a new shortest path tree. Our computational tests show

that very few nodes in practice are visited more than once when searching

for improving arcs. Moreover, we update also the all-or-nothing solutions of

Address(es) of author(s) should be given
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the subproblems, resulting in significantly reduced loading times. For a set of

standard test problems, we observe speedups in the region of 25-50% for the

subproblem updating FW method, compared to the traditional non-updating

version. We typically achieve higher speedups for more difficult problems and

converged solutions.

Introduction

Static vehicular traffic and telecom routing gives rise to problems of the same

type, Convex Multi-commodity Flow Problems (CMFPs), only differing in the

interpretations of the objectives (see, e.g., Ouorou et al, 2000). The Frank-

Wolfe method (FW, Frank and Wolfe, 1956) has, for decades, been the dom-

inating method (in practical use) for these problems. Its adaption to CMFPs

is usually attributed to LeBlanc (1973) and Fratta et al (1973) respectively;

see however also (Bruynooghe et al, 1969). For these problem types, the FW

method utilizes the network structure beautifully. It only needs to store link

flows, and the subproblems essentially are Shortest Path (SP) problems, one

for each origin. In addition, the FW method enjoys a fast initial convergence. It

is, however, asymptotically very slow (see, e.g., Patriksson, 1994, p. 101-102).

In the current paper, we will without loss of generality concentrate on

the (vehicular) traffic version, also known as the Traffic Assignment Problem

(TAP). It concerns the determination of a static traffic equilibrium, where no
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driver can improve his/her driving time by a unilateral route change. For an

introduction to TAP, see, e.g., Patriksson (1994).

Many attempts have been made to improve the FW method (for the above-

mentioned problem types), e.g., by taking longer steps (Weintraub et al, 1985)

or by avoiding extreme point solutions to the subproblems (Larsson et al,

1997). Most improvement suggestions consider modifying the search direction

by combining it with previous ones (e.g., Fukushima, 1984; Lupi, 1986; Lee

and Nie, 2001), and in particular the PARTAN approach (LeBlanc et al, 1985;

Arezki and Van Vliet, 1990). Others try to speed up the solution process by

loading the network after each SP computation (Chen et al, 2002; Lindberg,

2009). More sophisticated improvement suggestions are Restricted Simplicial

Decomposition (RSD, Hearn et al, 1985) and Disaggregate Simplicial Decom-

position (DSD, Larsson and Patriksson, 1992).

All these FW improvements try to cut down the computing time by reduc-

ing the number of iterations. But the total computing time equals the number

of iterations times the time per iteration. Thus, the only remaining option to

reduce the computing time is to reduce the work per iteration. This is the

theme of the current paper.

The relative “failure” of the above mentioned improvement approaches has

led methods oriented researchers to consider FW as a “dead” method and turn

to other approaches, such as the Origin Based Algorithm (OBA, Bar-Gera,

2002), Bush Based Algorithms (Algorithm B, Dial, 2006; Nie, 2009; Gentile,

2012), Gradient Projection (Florian et al, 2009), and TAPAS (Bar-Gera, 2010).
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In a recent contribution, Mitradjieva and Lindberg (2013) show that the

FW method is not altogether dead, but that the “stiff” is in fact moving.

They significantly reduce the number of iterations needed in the FW method

by making the current search direction conjugate to one or more previous

ones. In particular, they show that their Conjugate FW methods outperform

the previously leading improvement, “Heuristic” PARTAN (Arezki, 1986) and

the above mentioned DSD. Moreover, independent tests of other researchers

(Caliper Corporation, 2010; Zhou et al, 2010) have the Bi-Conjugate FW met-

hod as the winner when solving TAPs on multi-core computers, against OBA,

Dial’s Algorithm B and Gradient Projection. Altogether, these results indi-

cate that it is relevant to put further effort into developing the FW method

for TAPs.

In the current paper, which builds on the unpublished Master’s thesis by

Holmgren (2004), we show that the FW stiff is not only moving, but in fact

up on its feet. As said, we do this by cutting down the time per FW iteration,

rather than reducing the number of iterations. We achieve our speedups by

solving the SP subproblems through updating instead of solving them from

scratch. Such updating of SP subproblems was suggested already in (Patriks-

son, 1994, p. 101); however, the benefits are not trivial to achieve, which might

be the reason why there is no paper on SP problem updating for the FW met-

hod.

Our subproblem updating is based on viewing the SP subproblems as net-

work flow problems, which we solve using traditional LP-techniques. In par-
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ticular, we use thread indices, defining a depth-first traversal of the basis tree.

However, a straightforward application of LP-techniques implies that after the

last incoming arc has entered the basis, i.e., the SP tree has been found, one

has to do a complete scan of the non-basic arcs in order to verify optimal-

ity. In order to reduce the effort needed to scan non-basic arcs, we introduce

a new technique, thread following, where the nodes, and hence the arcs, are

scanned following the thread. In our experiments, thread following implies that

the node-scan overhead, i.e., the number of extra node scans, on top of the

minimal single scan per node, is typically kept down to around 10%.

There are further benefits of subproblem updating, namely in the loading

to the network of the All-Or-Nothing (AON) flows corresponding to the SP

solutions. In the classical TRAFFIC code (Nguyen and James, 1975), and most

of its followers to our knowledge, the assignment is done by tracing the shortest

path from the destination to the origin for each origin-destination (OD) pair,

assigning the OD-pair demand to that path, and accumulating over all OD-

pairs. We term this Origin-Destination (OD) based (flow) loading. This might

be very heavy when there are many OD-pairs. In subproblem updating, this

is greatly simplified. We update the AON solutions, resulting in a much lower

computational burden than for OD-based loading.

In total, the benefits of subproblem updating translate to computing time

reductions in the region of 25-50%; higher for more converged solutions and

more difficult problems. Moreover, these speedups hold true for all versions

of the FW method, for which the subproblems consume close to 100% of
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the computation times, and also for extensions of FW that compute AON

solutions, such as RSD. Considering that Conjugate FW methods (which have

shown to outperform many state-of-the-art methods on multi-core computers)

typically are run to higher accuracies, our performance improvements might

have a non-negligible impact. It should further be mentioned that a couple of

the lead software packages for TAP already have implemented Conjugate FW

methods as part of their packages.

The current paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we give

a short account of the FW method and its application to (static) traffic as-

signment. In the following section we introduce subproblem updating in the

FW method, and its connection to LP-techniques and network basis represen-

tations. We give a short account of how the AON solutions can be updated

along with the updating of the shortest paths. In addition, we introduce “thread

following” for scanning of non-basic arcs. The section after that is devoted to

computational testing, and we finalize the paper by giving some concluding

remarks and pointers to future work.

The FW method applied to the traffic assignment problem

The FW method was suggested in (Frank and Wolfe, 1956) for quadratic

programs, but it was also noted that it could be applied to linearly constrained

nonlinear programs. In this section, we describe the application of the FW

method to the Traffic Assignment Problem (TAP). It has been shown (see, e.g.,
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Patriksson, 1994) that TAP can be stated as a convex optimization problem:

(TAP)



























































min
hr,fa

T (f) ,
∑

a∈A

∫ fa

0

ta(ϕ) dϕ

subject to
∑

r∈Rpq

hr = dpq , (p, q) ∈ C

hr ≥ 0, r ∈ R

fa =
∑

r∈Ra

hr,

where N and A are the sets of nodes and arcs in the traffic network, dpq is

the traffic demand (e.g., vehicles/hour) from origin p to destination q, C is

the set of OD (origin-destination) pairs, Rpq the set of routes from p to q, hr

the flow along route r, Ra the set of routes passing link a, fa the link flow

in a, and ta(fa) is the link travel time as a function of the link flow. In TAP,

the FW method essentially works in the space of link flows. At iterate f (k), it

linearizes TAP to a subproblem:

(TAPL)



























































min
h,f

∑

a∈A

ta(f
(k)
a ) · fa

subject to
∑

r∈Rpq

hr = dpq, (p, q) ∈ C

hr ≥ 0, r ∈ R

fa =
∑

r∈Ra

hr.

The solution of TAPL is an extreme point yFW
k , the FW point, and the

next iterate f (k+1) is found by a line search from f (k) towards yFW
k . Of these

steps, the determination of the FW point is the most time consuming, close to

100% for large problems. In fact, the non-subproblem times in our experiments

(before our improvements) vary from around 2% for the smaller problems down
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to around .2% for the larger ones. Hence, there is a need for methodological

improvements in the subproblem solution. The subproblem separates into two

parts:

1. Determination of shortest paths, SP:s, (using ta(f
(k)
a ) as costs) from each

origin to all destinations.

2. Loading of the demands dpq to these shortest paths.

Of these problem parts, the loading typically consumes 20% of the SP time

(see Table 5), so none is negligible. A further benefit of the FW method is that

to compute the SP trees we only need the link travel times, which only depend

on the link flows. Hence we do not need to store the route flows. This was a

huge benefit on earlier memory constrained computers, but can be important

also for large present day networks. In the current paper, we speed up the

subproblem solution by

1. Speeding up the SP times through updating of the SP trees.

2. Speeding up the loading times through updating of the FW point.

Updating of subproblem solutions

Basis tree representations

When using subproblem updating, it is advantageous to separately consider

the origin-flow fp = (fp
a ), emanating from each origin p, as an entity (of course

we could use destination flows instead). Introducing dp =
∑

q d
dq and using a

node arc formulation, the subproblem for origin p becomes
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(TAP
p
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∑

a:e(a)=n

fp
a =































dp if n = p

−dpq if n = q, for some dest q

0 else

fp
a ≥ 0.

Here, s(a) and e(a) denote the start and end node respectively, of arc a.

TAPp
L is an un-capacitated single-commodity network flow problem. As such,

it is well known that its LP basis “is” a spanning tree (see, e.g., Bazaraa et al,

1990, Sec. 9.3). The corresponding basic solution is to send all flow along this

basis tree, which at the optimum is an SP tree. The most efficient network

flow solvers are based on clever representation and updating of these basis

trees and the corresponding basic solutions (see, e.g., Glover et al, 1974). It is

fairly standard (see, e.g., Bazaraa et al, 1990, Sec. 9.10) to represent the basis

tree through a set of three tree indices for each of the nodes:

1. The predecessor index pred(n), points at the predecessor arc or node to

node n in the basis tree.

2. The thread index, thr(n), gives a depth first traversal of the tree. It has the

important property that traversing the thread from node n, all successors

to n will be visited before any non-successor is visited.

3. For the third index there is no clear choice. Its purpose is to tell when

to stop tracing the successors of a given node n using the thread, when
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pivoting. We use the depth (level), i.e., the number of links in the path

from the origin (or root) p to n.

We initialize the SP trees (one for each origin), based on free flow link times,

using L2QUEUE, which is considered to be one of the fastest algorithms for

finding the one-to-all SP tree in a network (Gallo and Pallottino, 1988). The

output of L2QUEUE (i.e., predecessors) is then used to determine the thread

and depth indices.

Initializing multipliers and basic solutions

The determination of the simplex multipliers (or node prices) and the basic

(or in our case subproblem) solution can be done through two scans of the

tree using the thread. First, the node prices are determined in a forward scan,

at the same time determining a reverse thread, denoted revthr , in case a basic

solution needs to be determined. This is illustrated in Pseudocode 1, where we

assume that the predecessor pred(n) points to the preceding arc. We let the

last node in the thread point to the root, π(i) denote the node price of node

i, and t̃a is the current travel time for link a.

The basic solution is determined through a backward scan of the basis

tree, using the reverse thread (see Holmgren, 2004, for details). For the so-

lution of TAP, node prices and basic solution need to be determined only at

initialization. After that, they are updated during the iterations (see below).
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Pseudocode 1 Determination of node prices
π(root) = 0

current = thr(root )

[revthr(current) = root)]

while current 6= root do

predarc = pred(current)

π(current) = π(s(predarc)) + t̃predarc

next = thr(current)

[revthr(next) = current)]

current = next

end while

Updating the basis tree

In the application of the simplex method to a network flow problem, we scan

the arcs until we discover a variable, i.e., an arc ain with negative reduced

cost, that is

c̄ain
= π(s(ain)) + tain

(fain
)− π(e(ain)) < 0.

We then want to increase flow in ain as much as possible, i.e. until some basic

arc hits a bound (or ain hits the opposite bound).

The incoming arc ain creates a unique cycle C, the pivot cycle, with the

basis tree. Increasing the flow in ain from 0 to some δ > 0, corresponds to

sending the flow δ along C. It is then elementary to check which arcs hit

their bounds first, and thus are candidates for leaving the basis. In the un-

capacitated single-commodity network flow problem, which we have as TAPp
L

sub-subproblems, the outgoing arc (or variable) aout will always be the prede-
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cessor arc to the end node n = e(ain) of ain. So if we want update the basic

solution (i.e., FW point) we send the flow faout
along the pivot cycle.

When we “pivot” (i.e., when ain enters the basis and aout leaves), the whole

“sub-tree” Tn, connected to the tree through aout, will be reconnected through

ain. Thus, we need to update the tree representation (i.e., the tree indices).

This is straightforward but somewhat messy (see, e.g., Bazaraa et al, 1990,

Sec. 9.10), and is therefore not described here. Essentially the thread only

needs to be updated where it enters and leaves Tn and T \ Tn. An example

is given in Fig. 1, where the “balloons” at the nodes depict subtrees, and the

dashed line symbolizes the thread.

Fig. 1 Basis tree update.

To complete the pivot, we need to update the node prices. First note that n

gets the new price.

π′(n) = π(s(ain))+tain
(fain

) = π(s(ain))+tain
(fain

)−π(n)+π(n) = π(n)+c̄ain
,
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i.e., π(n) decreases by |c̄ain
|.

Following the thread as in the initial determination of π, this change prop-

agates through the whole sub-tree Tn. This is due to that c̄a ≡ 0 for the arcs

in Tn, since they are basic. Thus, the updating of π is done through a simple

scan of Tn following the thread. In total, the solution of the subproblem for

origin p is summarized in Pseudocode 2, where we have included sending flow

along the pivot cycle.

Pseudocode 2 Subproblem solution process for origin p
determine node prices through a forward scan using the thread

determine basic flow solution through a backward scan (if needed)

scan the arcs for c̄a < 0

while there are arcs a with c̄a < 0 do

let ain = a

identify aout = pred(e(ain))

identify the pivot cycle C, created by ain and the basis tree

send the flow f
p
aout

along the cycle

decrease node prices with |c̄ain
| in the subtree Te(ain)

by following the thread.

update tree indices

end while

Arc scanning

In simplex codes for general linear programming, it is customary to use what is

called partial and multiple pricing. In partial pricing (Bazaraa et al, 1990, Ch.

5.1), one scans only a limited number, M say, of variables, to find candidate
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variables. In multiple pricing (Benichou et al, 1977) one selects a whole set of

candidate variables in this scan, and keeps on pivoting with these until some

criterion is met.

For network flow problems, Mulvey (1978) suggested an implementation of

partial/multiple pricing, with two parameters (A,P ). First, one scans the arcs

cyclically (starting where one stopped last time) until A arcs with negative

reduced cost have been found (or until it has been verified that there are less

than A candidate arcs). Then one performs a maximum of P pivots using these

arcs. We tested different versions of the (A,P )-rule, and it then turned out

that the (1, 1)-rule performed best. In this rule one scans the arcs for the first

arc with negative reduced cost, pivots that into the basis, and then continues

scanning. We therefore term this rule the first negative pivot rule.

Thread following

In tests with the first negative pivot rule, we were able to beat the code of

Mitradjieva and Lindberg (2013). Still, we were dissatisfied, but at a more

conceptual level. In the simplex-based solution of the subproblems, once we

have pivoted the last arc into the basis, we have to do a complete scan of the

arc list to verify optimality (i.e., that there is no arc a with c̄a < 0).

We felt that this was intellectually unsatisfactory, in particular when com-

pared with classical labelling algorithms such as L2QUEUE. In these algo-

rithms, when a node n gets an updated node price, it is put in some queue

for testing of whether any of its neighbours should be updated from n. When
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the queue is empty, the SP is found. Contemplating the possibility to achieve

something similar, we came up with a solution, thread following.

As is customary in many network problems, we maintain the arcs in lists

using forward stars, where one easily can find all arcs emanating from a given

node (see, e.g., Ahuja et al, 1993, p. 35-37). Thus, the arcs are scanned in a

node-based way, in our case in the order of the thread, i.e., thread following.

Theorem 1 Suppose we are given a threaded basis tree for problem TAPp
L

along with the corresponding basic solution and node prices. Then the optimal

solution can be determined through a single node-based scan of the arcs along

the thread.

Proof The proof is by induction over the position in the thread. At the outset

by default, c̄a ≥ 0 for all arcs a emanating from (the nullset of) nodes before

the root p in the thread. Suppose that we are scanning the arcs emanating

from node n and suppose, inductively, that all arcs a emanating from nodes

before n in the thread have c̄a ≥ 0.

If no arc a ∈ F (n) has c̄a < 0, we continue to the next node n′ = thr(n) along

the thread and the induction hypothesis will be valid for n′.

Thus assume that a is the first arc in F (n) with c̄(a) < 0. a is then pivoted

into the basis tree. Let h = e(a) be the head of a. Then the sub-tree Th is

reconnected to the tree through a. This implies that all nodes in Th will be

positioned after n along the thread. The nodes in Th will get their node prices

decreased by |c̄(a)|. No other nodes will get changed node prices. That is, only

arcs going to or from Th will get changed reduced cost. An arc a′ emanating
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from Th will get the node price of its start node decreased, and hence also its

reduced cost c̄a = π(s(a′)) + t̄a′ − π(e(a′)). Arcs ending at Th will instead get

their reduced costs increased.

Thus, an arc whose reduced cost turns from non-negative to negative must be

emanating from a node n′ in Th. But such an n′ is after n along the thread.

Thus any arc a emanating from a node before n along the thread still has

c̄a ≥ 0. The same holds true for the other arcs emanating from n, since none

of them emanates from Th. That is, none of them turns from non-negative to

negative.

Therefore, after a single scan of the arcs in F (n), pivoting those with c̄a < 0

into the tree, all arcs a in F (n) will have c̄a ≥ 0. This implies that the induction

hypothesis is now valid for n′ = thr(n). �

Note that the thread is changing during the procedure. Still the procedure

is finite, since the objective is decreasing and there are only finitely many basis

trees. When moving some sub-tree Th to some node n, the number of nodes

after n increases if h is before n in the thread, and remains unchanged when

h is after n.

We do not know the worst-case complexity for the thread following arc

scan. It is rather the average complexity that is computationally important,

since we need to solve many subproblems. Our computational testing shows

that thread following is indeed more efficient than pure first negative, where

we just scan the arc list, in particular for larger and more difficult problems.
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If it never happens that the root h of the sub-tree Th that is connected at

node n is ahead of n (in the thread) before the pivot, then we only need to

scan each node once.

Therefore, let us define the node-scan overhead ν as the number of extra

node scans on top of the minimal |N | compared to |N |, i.e.,

ν =
#node scans

|N |
− 1.

In our computational testing, the node-scan overhead is remarkably low. As

seen in Fig. 3, it is typically below 10%, except for the first few iterations. This

gives some explanation of the computational efficiency of thread following.

Updating of AON solutions

The total subproblem solution is the Frank-Wolfe point yFW

k . It is the sum

of the solutions fp,(k) = (f
p,(k)
a ) of the origin sub-subproblems (TAPp

L). We

saw in the subsection on updating of basis tree and solution, that rather than

computing new fp,(k) from scratch, we get the new fp,(k) through updating the

old fp,(k−1), by sending flow along the pivot cycles. We do not need to store

the fp,(k) between the FW iterations. They could be computed anew through

a backward thread sweep. However, for speed reasons, we have chosen to store

this information in the form of the cumulative demands dpΣ(n), i.e, the sum

of the demands of all successors to n for the given origin. At the same time

that we update the dpΣ(n) during pivoting, we update the FW-point yFW

k in

the same manner.
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Since, as will be seen below, the number of pivots per tree and iteration

and the average cycle lengths are moderate in the computational test below,

the work to determine yFW

k from yFW

k−1 is also moderate. This approach of

updating the Frank-Wolfe point yFW

k , which we will term pivot updating (PU)

(flow) loading, also allows for more flexibility in algorithmic design.

Computational testing

In this section, we describe our computational tests of subproblem updating

in the FW method. We have implemented our algorithms in ANSI C, and run

the code on a MacBook Pro laptop with a 2.53 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and

8GB of 1067 Mhz DDR3 RAM. We have used a set of standard test problems

for TAP (see below).

We chose to compare our subproblem updating FW method (using first

negative and thread following pivot strategies) on the first hand with the

non-updating (conjugate and non-conjugate) FW methods by Mitradjieva and

Lindberg (2013). The reason for this choice is that, as mentioned, their conju-

gate FW methods (in the form of in-house implementations) were the winners

on multi-core computers, when tested (by Caliper and CityLabs) against other

leading methods for (static) Traffic Assignment. We made our own implemen-

tation of the Mitradjieva-Lindberg (ML) code, which is identical except for

that we use L2QUEUE for solving SP problems instead of DDQ. The reason

for replacing DDQ is that it was suggested by Gallo and Pallottino (1988) that

L2QUEUE has good average performance. By comparing the results obtained
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in the experiments presented in this section with the preliminary results pre-

sented in (Holmgren, 2004), in which comparisons of code were made directly

with the ML code, it can be seen that our implementation is at least as fast

as the original ML code. Therefore, we believe it is better here to use our own

implementation of the ML code in our computational testing.

Test problems

In our experiments, we have used a set of test problems, ranging from the

medium sized Barcelona, Winnipeg and Chicago Sketch networks to the large

scale Chicago Regional network. Table 1 gives pertinent problem data for these

problems as listed on Bar-Gera’s test-problem site1.

Table 1 Test problem data.

Network Origins Nodes Links Commodities

Barcelona 110 1020 2522 7922

Winnipeg 147 1052 2836 4345

Chicago Sketch 387 933 2950 93513

Chicago Regional 1790 12982 39018 2297945

Timing comparisons

We here present timing comparisons between the Mitradjieva-Lindberg (ML)

FW method and our subproblem updating codes. The ML method uses OD-

1 http://www.bgu.ac.il/~bargera/tntp/
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based (flow) loading, and the subproblem updating codes use SP-routines with

threaded representation and PU (flow) loading. Our improvements do not

affect the number of iterations needed to reach certain relative gaps, only the

time per iteration. In addition, the standard (non-conjugate) FW method and

the conjugate versions have identical subproblems. Moreover, the time spent

in the line search is almost negligible. Therefore we have chosen to present the

timing improvements for standard (non-conjugate) versions. However, to see

the combined effects of conjugation and subproblem updating, we also compare

Bi-Conjugate FW (BFW) with updating against standard (ML) FW.

As will be explained further below, the improvements increase as the rel-

ative gap decreases. This implies, that when running with higher accuracies,

which is possible with the conjugate versions, the improvements are slightly

better than those indicated below.

In Table 2, we present convergence times for different relative gaps for

the ML FW method (FWOD
ML ), using OD-based loading, and for our subprob-

lem updating FW method with first negative (FWPU
FN ) and thread following

(FWPU
TF ) strategies, both using PU loading. In the table we also present con-

vergence times for the subproblem updating version of the Bi-Conjugate FW

method presented by Mitradjieva and Lindberg (2013), which here makes use

of the thread following strategy and PU loading (BFWPU
TF ). The reason for pre-

senting convergence times for BFWPU
TF is that such an approach corresponds

to the fastest currently known FW-based algorithm for TAPs. For each rela-
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tive gap and problem instance, we also present percentage improvements when

going from FWOD
ML to FWPU

TF and BFWPU
TF respectively.

Table 2 Comparison of convergence times for FWOD
ML

against FWPU
FN and FWPU

TF . The table

also presents convergence times for thread following BFW using PU loading (BFWPU
TF ), and

percentagewise improvements when going from FWOD
ML to FWPU

TF and BFWPU
TF respectively.

ε FWOD
ML

FWPU
FN

FWPU
TF

BFWPU
TF

FWOD
ML →

FWPU
TF (%)

FWOD
ML →

BFWPU
TF (%)

Barcelona (seconds)

10−5 3.54 1.85 1.78 0.69 49.6 80.5

10−6 31.3 15.4 14.8 1.51 52.7 95.2

10−7 304.6 148.3 143.0 6.04 53.1 98.0

Winnipeg (minutes)

10−4 0.23 0.20 0.17 0.034 27.1 85.0

10−5 2.02 1.67 1.39 0.13 31.1 93.5

10−6 19.4 15.9 13.3 0.34 31.5 98.2

Chicago Sketch (seconds)

10−5 4.49 3.03 3.40 1.03 24.3 76.9

10−6 36.4 24.0 27.3 1.87 25.0 94.9

10−7 336 221 251 3.67 25.1 98.9

Chicago Regional (minutes)

10−4 6.67 5.17 4.39 1.47 34.1 78.0

10−5 58.6 43.6 38.0 4.21 35.1 92.8

10−6 587 432 380 27.3 35.3 95.3
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As can be seen, the improvements when using FWPU
TF range from around

25% for the easy Chicago Sketch network up to around 50% for Barcelona.

For illustration, in Fig. 2 we show the convergence progresses for the large

Chicago Regional network. Note that the curves change direction at around 20

seconds due to the phenomenon that occurs in all FW methods (conjugate or

not) when they eventually reach the asymptotic 1/n behaviour for the relative

gap, a behaviour which also can be seen in Table 2. These improvements may

seem moderate, but they increase with decreasing relative errors. Thus, they

correspond to similar or better improvements for the conjugate FW methods,

that typically are run to higher accuracies, and that came out as winners in

the tests of Caliper Corporation (2010) and Zhou et al (2010) respectively.

Further, when comparing BFWPU
TF with FWOD

ML we observe improvements in

the range 95-99% for the higher accuracies.
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Fig. 2 Convergence processes for Chicago Regional for FWOD
ML

, FWPU
FN , and FWPU

FN . Note

that the scales on both axes are logarithmic.
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Subproblem updating FW methods for the studied problem type are in

general faster with the thread following strategy than with the first negative

strategy. The reason is that cyclic scanning, which is used in the first negative

strategy requires a complete scan of the arcs to verify optimality once the last

incoming arc has been identified. However, for the Chicago Sketch network we

observed that the first negative strategy was faster than thread following. The

reason for this is that Chicago Sketch is an extremely easy network, which can

be seen by studying the node-scan overhead and pivot-cycle lengths in Fig.

3 and Fig. 4. In fact, we have observed that for a significant share of the SP

subproblems in Chicago Sketch, there is no pivot at all. This makes the first

negative strategy very efficient, as there will be no scanning overhead in sub-

problems without pivots, and thread following imposes higher implementation

overhead than the first negative strategy.

Analysing performance

We here analyse to what extent the performance improvements come from

faster SP-routines or from faster loading, i.e., pivot updating. This analysis

is not altogether trivial, since the pivot updating is tightly integrated in the

SP-routine. We can, however, measure the loading times indirectly. To this

end, we make two series of runs for each test problem:

– Three parallel runs, for FWOD
ML, FWOD

FN , and FWOD
TF , all with OD-based

loading. For each origin, the flow loading is done after the SP computations,

and we clock the SP-times and the times for (OD) loading separately.
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– One run for FWPU
TF , using PU loading, where we clock the SP plus loading

time.

Using the first runs we get the cumulative SP-times (exclusive of loading

times), given in Table 3. We see that the reductions in SP-times range from

14% for the easy Chicago Sketch network, up to 50% for Barcelona.

From the second run we get the times for SP computations plus pivot up-

dating for FWPU
TF . From these we subtract the SP-times measured using FWOD

TF

with OD-based loading to get the estimated PU loading times in Table 4.

For the loading, we see that the time reductions range from around 40% for

Winnipeg, up to almost 80% for Chicago Sketch. In total we get substantial

reductions for both SP and loading times, with slightly better figures for the

latter, and these times are compared in Table 5. Before our improvements,

the loading times were around 20% of the SP-times for all problems, a non-

negligible fraction. After the improvements, they have been reduced to between

5 and 15 %, with the lower values for the larger problems.

Algorithmic anatomy of test problems

In this subsection we make a more detailed study of the algorithmic perfor-

mance of our subproblem updating on our set of test problems. Although our

algorithms perform well on all problems, different test problems show different

characteristics, which might impact the solution efficiency in different ways.
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Table 3 Cumulative SP-times (exclusive of flow loading) for FWOD
ML

, FWOD
FN

, and FWOD
TF

,

as well as, percentagewise improvements going from FWOD
ML to FWOD

TF .

ε FWOD
ML FWOD

FN FWOD
TF

FWOD
ML

→

FWOD
TF (%)

Barcelona (seconds)

10−5 2.77 1.49 1.44 48.1

10−6 24.8 12.7 12.3 50.1

10−7 241 123 120 50.4

Winnipeg (minutes)

10−4 0.19 0.17 0.14 27.7

10−5 1.68 1.41 1.17 30.0

10−6 16.12 13.41 11.22 30.3

Chicago Sketch (seconds)

10−5 3.59 2.71 3.08 14.0

10−6 29.5 22.0 25.3 14.0

10−7 272 203 234 14.0

Chicago Regional (minutes)

10−4 5.57 4.66 4.06 27.1

10−5 49.4 40.0 36.0 27.3

10−6 495 398 360 27.3

We study four statistics of importance for the algorithmic performance:

the node-scan-overhead, pivots-per-tree, nodes-per-subtree, and pivot-cycle-

length.

When we update a SP tree for a given origin, we first update the node prices

for the given tree, using the new arc costs. This is done according to pseudocode
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Table 4 Cumulative flow loading times for FWOD
TF

and FWPU
TF

, as well as percentagewise

improvements going from OD-based to PU flow loading.

ε FWOD
TF FWPU

TF FWOD
TF → FWPU

TF (%)

Barcelona (seconds)

10−5 0.66 0.24 64.2

10−6 5.87 1.75 70.3

10−7 57.3 16.7 70.9

Winnipeg (seconds)

10−4 2.04 1.46 28.5

10−5 18.2 10.6 41.5

10−6 174 100 42.9

Chicago Sketch (seconds)

10−5 0.81 0.21 74.5

10−6 6.69 1.69 74.7

10−7 61.7 15.7 74.6

Chicago Regional (minutes)

10−4 1.02 0.23 77.3

10−5 9.07 1.92 78.8

10−6 91.0 19.0 79.1

1. Thereafter, we scan the arcs for arcs a with c̄a < 0. As described above,

this scan is performed in a node-oriented manner along the thread. When we

discover an a with c̄a < 0 we pivot, i.e., we move the sub-tree Th rooted at

h = e(a) from its current position in the tree, to become attached to n = s(a)

(see Fig. 1). The nodes in Th will now be after n in the thread. These nodes

(or rather the arcs emanating from them) will therefore be scanned after n.
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Table 5 Comparison of shortest path and flow loading times. The FWOD
ML

column shows

the OD-loading times as percentages of SP-times before our improvements (using FWOD
ML )

and the FWPU
TF column shows the estimated PU loading times as percentages of SP-times

after our improvements (using FWPU
TF ).

FWOD
ML FWPU

TF

Barcelona (10−7) 23.8 13.9

Winnipeg (10−6) 18.0 14.8

Chicago Sketch (10−7) 22.7 6.71

Chicago Regional (10−6) 18.4 5.28

If they have already been scanned, they will thus be scanned (at least) twice.

Let N be the total number of nodes, and Ns the number of node-scans in the

updating of a given SP tree. We have defined the node-scan-overhead ν to

be ν = Ns−N
N

, and we let ν(i) be the average node-scan-overhead in iteration

i. If all nodes are scanned only once, then ν = 0. This is an ideal situation;

typically we have ν > 0. ν is an indicator of efficiency, since smaller ν implies

less work for scanning.

In Fig. 3, we display the average node-scan-overhead against the relative

gap for our test problems. We choose the relative error as the “explaining

variable” to make the results more independent of the algorithm used.

For all problems, the node-scan-overhead starts out a bit higher, but then

levels off and stabilizes. Of the problems the (iteration-wise) difficult Winnipeg

sticks out, with an asymptotic average node-scan-overhead of around 20%. The

other extreme is the (iteration-wise) easy Chicago Sketch with a correspond-
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Fig. 3 Average node-scan-overhead vs. relative gap.

ing overhead of only around .3%. Since Chicago Sketch has 933 nodes, this

means that on average, only 3 nodes are scanned twice per shortest path tree!

Barcelona and Chicago Regional lie in between at around 5%.

The next statistic is τ , the pivots-per-SP-tree, i.e., the number of pivots

needed to update a given shortest path tree. In similarity with ν, we let τ (i)

denote the average pivots-per-tree in iteration i. The node-scan-overhead was

naturally normalized by division by N . For the pivots-per-tree we have no

similar normalization, although one would expect larger trees to produce more

pivots. Therefore, in Fig. 4, we display the average unnormalized pivots-per-

tree for our four problems. Again Chicago Sketch sticks out with less than .5

pivots-per-tree asymptotically. This means that every second tree (at least)

needs no pivot at all, i.e., half of the shortest path trees need no modifica-

tion (except the initial updating of multipliers). In order of difficulty we then
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have Barcelona with around 4 pivots-per-tree, Winnipeg with around 15, and

Chicago Regional with around 25.
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Fig. 4 Average number of pivots per tree.

The next performance statistic is σ, the nodes-per-subtree. When in a pivot,

the sub-tree Th is moved as described above, all nodes in Th need to get their

node prices updated (and depth indicators, assuming we use this index). This

is done in a single sweep along the thread. The work is thus proportional to

the number of nodes in Th. We thus let σ(i), the nodes-per-subtree in iteration

i be the average number of nodes in the sub-trees moved during a pivot in

this iteration. Again it would be natural to assume that larger networks give

higher nodes-per-subtree. But we have found no natural normalization, and

there is no clear tendency in the experiments. The average nodes-per-subtree

is displayed against relative gap in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Average number of nodes per tree against relative gap.

Chicago Sketch lies a bit lower (around 5-10), whereas the other come in

around 25 (Winnipeg), 35 (Barcelona), and 35-40 (Chicago Regional). It is

notable that although Chicago Regional has around 13 times more nodes than

the other problems, the average size of the moved sub-trees does not increase

much at all.

The final statistic is arcs-per-pivotcycle, the pivot-cycle-length γ. When

we update the flows in a pivot, we need to identify the unique cycle that the

incoming arc a (with c̄(a) < 0) creates with the SP tree. This is done by

tracing via the predecessor indices from the nodes n = s(a) and h = e(a),

incident with a, until we find the first common predecessor. Then flows in

the cycle are updated by sending the demand dΣ(h) via n instead of via

pred(h) as before. The amount of work for this operation is proportional to
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the length of the identified cycle, which thus is a performance indicator. We

let γ(i) denote the average pivot-cycle-length in iteration i. Again there is no

natural normalization and the results show no natural dependency on size.

In Fig. 6, we display the pivot-cycle-length for all four problem instances

against the relative gap. Chicago Sketch is the easiest (at around 5 arcs per

pivotcycle asymptotically), followed by Chicago Regional (≈ 11), Barcelona (≈

13), and Winnipeg (≈ 17). It is again notable that although Chicago Regional

has around 13 times more arcs in its SP trees, the pivot-cycles are of the same

size as for the other problems.
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Fig. 6 Average pivot cycle length against relative gap.

Our four statistics cover different aspects of the computational work in

the subproblem updating. In fact, they cover most of the work as will now be

described.
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In the subproblem updating for a given origin, we first update the node

prices for the given tree. This is done in a single sweep over the thread, so the

work is proportional to N , the number of nodes. If wi is the work per node

for this initialization, the total initialization work is wi ·N .

Next we scan the arcs for arcs with negative reduced cost. This is done

in a node-oriented manner along the (changing) thread. If ws is the average

scanning work per node, then the total scan work is ws(1 + ν) · N (assuming

that the work per node is independent of the number of times it is scanned).

Whenever we discover an arc a with c̄(a) < 0, we pivot. The pivot has three

parts:

1. Updating the node prices and depth indices in the moved sub-tree. This

takes a time proportional to the number of nodes in the moved sub-tree.

If the work per node is wp, the average work per pivot is σ · wp.

2. Detecting the pivot cycle, and sending flow around it. This takes a time

proportional to the cycle length. If wc is the time per arc in the cycle for

detection and updating, the average time per pivot is γ · wc.

3. Updating the thread. This takes a constant time, say wt.

Thus the work per pivot is σwp + γwc + wt. Then, the average time for

updating a SP tree is wi · N + ws(1 + ν) · N + τ(σwp + γwc + wt). Letting

O denote the number of origins, the average work per iteration is O[N(wi +

ws(1 + ν)) + τ(σwp + γwc + wt)]. We see that the performance indicators ν,

τ , σ, and γ determine the average time.
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Summing up, the algorithmic anatomy of the problems shows that they are

simpler than what could be anticipated. The node-scan-overheads are truly

modest, except possibly for Winnipeg (at around 20-25%), which is not bad.

Similarly, the pivots-per-tree are modest, a few tens, except for Chicago Sketch

at its low .5. The same is true for the nodes-per-subtree. The number of moved

nodes per pivot is a few tens, in spite of that we have networks with around

thousands or even thirteen thousand nodes. Finally, the arcs-per-pivotcycles

are very low; again a few tens or even less.

In total, the algorithmic statistics that could in the worst case be propor-

tional to the size of the network (i.e., in the thousands) instead seem to be

around a few tens (or even less) irrespective of the size of the network. This

probably is a major explanation of the efficiency of the updating version of

the FW method as applied to TAPs.

Concluding remarks

We have studied subproblem updating in the FW method applied to the traf-

fic assignment problem. For a set of standard problem instances, we observe

speedups in the region of 25-50%. In fact, our computational tests show that

more difficult instances and converged solutions lead to higher speedups. This

might be important, since there is typically more time to save in these situa-

tions.

In our (simplex-based) subproblem updating, we update the SP trees for

every origin, as well as the AON solutions. We further present a new technique,
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thread following, for scanning of non-basic arcs. Thread following scans the

non-basic arcs in depth-first order of their starting nodes along the SP tree.

We further show that it is sufficient with a single arc scan along the thread to

find a new SP tree. Thread following experimentally results in relatively few

“extra” arc scans.

The updating of the AON solutions is intimately integrated into the SP

updating. Each time we pivot a new arc into the SP tree, we send flow along

the pivot cycle to update the AON solution. Our results show that this pivot

updating reduces the loading time significantly. The improvements due to sub-

problem updating hold for all FW versions that compute AON solutions, and in

particular for conjugate versions of the FW method. Since conjugate FW meth-

ods according to recent studies are most efficient when executed on multi-core

computers, these methods should be even more competitive with subproblem

updating.

A possible direction for future work is to analyse the performance of sub-

problem updating in the FW and Conjugate FW methods, when executed on

multi-core computers. Another direction for future work is to study heuristic

subproblem updating, in order to further speedup the time per FW iteration.
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